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Jackson Elementary
School
3203 Lanier Ave.
Pascagoula, MS 39567
School website:
psd.jackson.schooldesk.net
Mrs. Wyatt
228-938-6554

Upcoming Events
Feb. 6, 4th Grade Music Festival
Feb. 7, Reading Fair and Game Night
Follow Jackson Elementary School on
Facebook for pictures, updates, and
important news.
When attending off-campus events,
students are held to the same
expectations as at school. No loitering
profanity, horseplaying, etc.

ATTENDANCE IS IMPORTANT!
PERFECT ATTENDANCE REWARDS:
●
Extra recess for the class
●
Super hero shirts on Fridays

Wyatt’s Titans 4th Grade

Week of : February 11-15, 2019
WEEKLY STANDARDS “I CAN”…
ELA
SL.1B I can follow the rules and carry out my role in discussions.
SL.1d I can summarize a discussion & explain how it relates to my ideas on a topic.
L.1c. I can use modal auxiliaries.
RL.2 I can determine the theme of a drama
RL3 Describe in depth character, setting, or event
RL5 I can explain differences between poems, drama, and prose.
RF.3a I can use my knowledge of letter sounds, syllables, and word parts to read
unfamiliar words.
RF.4c I can use context clues or reread to correctly read and understand unfamiliar
words.
L.2d I can spell words correctly. I can refer to sources when I need help spelling a
word.
L.4b I can use prefixes, suffixes, and roots to understand unfamiliar words.
W.3e. I can provide a conclusion that follows narrated events
W.4 Produce clear and coherent writing.

MATH
MD.5 I can recognize angles and understand concepts of angle measurement

SOCIAL STUDIES
CI.4.3 I can identify rights and responsibilities of citizens.

Please collect:
●
Jerry Lee receipts
●
Boxtops for Education
●
Coca Cola tops

For our students’
safety--

PLEASE

Do not drop off
students before
7:00 in the morning.

SCIENCE
FOSS P.4.6B2 I can explain how the visibility of an object is related to light.

HEALTH
7a I can compare various factors influencing health.

UPCOMING ASSESSMENTS
Spelling/Vocabulary Tests - Thursday, Feb.14
Math Wednesday, Feb.13 (angles)
Reading -Drama, Tuesday,February 12; CA6A Friday, Feb. 15 (poetry &
drama)
Language Arts -relative pronouns, Thursday, February 14
Social Studies -Mississippi’s Government, ongoing
Science - Light Waves investigations, ongoing
Handwriting - handwriting grades are given by Wednesday each week

